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1. With regard to the management of wastes, we have _ different types of collection

     	--->> Two

     	      Three

     	      Four

     	      Five

2. The stage at which materials become wastes and are discarded is called_

     	      Collection

     	      Preliminary

     	      Gathering

     	--->> Generation

3. In the case of_, the African Commission held that obligations are imposed upon a 
government to take reasonable measures to prevent pollution

     	      Yanomami v. Brazil

     	      Okyay v. Turkey

     	--->> SERAC v. Nigeria

     	      Eze v. Eze

4. _ is the convention on the control of Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes 
and their Disposal

     	--->> Basel convention

     	      Bamaka convention

     	      Copenhagen Convention

     	      Rami convention

5. The Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC) Act is a _ law
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     	      State

     	--->> Federal

     	      Regional

     	      International

6. Foul smelling and rotting of organic materials by bacteria materials such as waste 
from human, paper pulp plants and canaries is called_

     	      Heated effluents

     	      Organic pollution

     	--->> Pollution by putrescible

     	      Thermal pollution

7. The history surrounding the term Ã¢â‚¬ËœpollutionÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ dates back to_

     	      1927

     	--->> 1272

     	      1972

     	      1912

8. How many categories of sources of air pollutants do we have?

     	--->> Two

     	      Four

     	      Six

     	      Eight

9. The disposal method whereby solid organic wastes are subjected to combustion in 
order to convert them into gaseous products is called_

     	      Landscaspe

     	      Landfill

     	--->> Incineration

     	      Disposal
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10. A temperature change in natural water bodies caused by human influence, by use 
of water as coolant in a power plant is called_

     	      Water pollution

     	      Air pollution

     	      Soil pollution

     	--->> Thermal pollution
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